
‘’We are used to being passive online… We begin to tune out despite ourselves’’ 1

How can we ensure our students are thinking hard and participating? How can we ensure that we check for
understanding (CFU)? Below are some quick wins that I know staff are using for keeping students active and2

engaged remotely. Lemov refers to it as ‘Means of Participation’, the routines we use that replace the physical
classroom staples of circulating the classroom to look at work, Cold Calling, Big Words, Retrieval Practice, Think,
Pair, Share, Exit Tickets etc, need to become the consistent procedures and routines in our virtual classrooms.3

Google Forms: Very useful for robust CFU ~ all students writing in a pre-prepared google form. You can
design them to self-mark. Accountability and formative assessment for the next teaching episode. You can also
share these forms with colleagues to use. You can focus on common mistakes for whole class feedback, and
individual students who you know might have struggled.
‘’I have just uploaded our usual quick end of lesson quiz. 4 minutes to complete…go’’

Chat: Whole class speed questions: Great for super quick responses, you can have a quick double check
of the answers after the GM has finished; focus in on certain students and their answers. See trends for CFU.

‘’What is the chemical symbol for the element mercury?’’ Type your answer now’’ ‘’That is great Sophie..’’

Chat: Whole class wait questions: Great for making the response thoughtful ~ longer answers that need
more detail and take longer to type - no copying. Good for CFU. Socrative and Peardeck are also good for this
‘’Type your answer, don’t press enter until I tell you to’’ ‘’Let’s all look at Charlotte’s answer…’’

Chat: Cold Call questions: Collecting CFU information, maintaining pace, students feel confident
‘’Emily, Harriet, Megan you have two minutes to write your answers in the chat, everyone else please look
at…’’

Verbal Cold Call: Question, pause, name. Unmute student mic ~ never a gotcha or punishment.
‘’Why does Dickens want us to feel sympathy for Scrooge, 30 seconds for everyone to think...Ellen can you
unmute and tell us what you think, everyone else listen and be ready for a follow up.’’

Dive into Google Docs: create a doc / slide for each student. Clarity over explanation of task. ‘’Off you go, I
am in the Google Meet if you need help. I am going to look at your work and suggest improvements in the
comments. Please respond to these in the reply to say you understand or ask me another question...15
minutes’’ Let’s call this ‘’Digital Circulation’’ - akin to circulating the classroom looking at work.

A Jamboard each: Create a Jamboard for each student in a Google Classroom assignment - give clear
instructions about what you want them to do ~ you can easily move between them - even in a class of 26.
Offering written or verbal advice and catching misconceptions.

Randomly select a student : It’s easy to miss out a student when you are CFU. If you download the google4

Classroom app on your iPad or phone you can randomly select students for participation in class. You can also
skip a student and select them later or mark a student absent. It keeps a record of who you have asked.

Takeaways
● Checking for Understanding is one of the most important aspects of the craft of the classroom
● The move to Virtual Teaching makes it more difficult, but even more important
● There are some simple CFU hacks that you can easily make part of your routine in your Virtual lessons

4 https://www.tes.com/news/27-clever-teaching-hacks-google-classroom
3 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/whats-working-well-in-remote-education/whats-working-well-in-remote-education

2https://markmywords1989.wordpress.com/2021/01/10/means-of-participation-quick-wins-for-ratio-in-the-remote-classroom/amp
/?__twitter_impression=true
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